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Portugal’s Duoro valley. 
Opposite: Young Chinese 
women enjoying a 
traditional tea ceremony. 
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             Siddharth Dasgupta explores the undiluted joys  
                      of living and travelling in the slow lane, before 
coming away with nine unforgettable experiences to leave 
            you yearning for the unrushed road.

Blissfully
SLOW
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You were meant to take your time as you discovered the 
pleasures of a new city, to slowly savour the secrets and 
mysteries of your chosen destination, to randomly stumble 
across rare instances of colour and flavour as you coasted 
unhurriedly from one place to the next. But, everywhere 
you turn, you’re most likely being deluged by a heaving 
crowd of ‘expertly-curated’ blog posts, package tours 
bearing no discernible point of difference, and people 
claiming to have ‘done’ all of Europe in 2 weeks. 

Then, there are the rest of us—the ones who’d much 
rather spend three weeks in a single city, the ones that 
travel slow. Slow Travel isn’t a brand-new phenomenon, 
but as with most treasured things, has gotten better with 
time. The magic of slow travel lies in experiencing not 
sightseeing, it lies in immersion not inundation, it lies in 
connecting not inflicting. It’s the insatiable desire to learn, 
eat, experience, and cherish a place to its full extent rather 
than rush by it in a giddy daze. Here are nine Slow Travel 
experiences from around the world guaranteed to make 
you want to ditch the rat race. Rest, read, breathe, repeat.

Travel, in its truest 
       sense, was always 
meant to be a    
     leisurely pursuit.

1 A RUSTIC FLAVOUR TO ITALY
I would be the last person to suggest you take a group 
or organised tour as opposed to the joys of unearthing 
places and experiences by yourself. But operators like 
Sapori e Saperi (Flavours & Skills) compel me to make 
exceptions. This Italian experiential group focused on 
culinary traditions brings you up-close-and-personal with 
a rustic Italy where the pleasures of picking, pressing, and 
bottling olive oil and unearthing the secrets to the perfect 
Prosciutto Crudo are decoded with simple care. Fabricated 
around the Garfagnana mountain territory to the north of 
Lucca and its ensuing Tuscan heartland, Sapori e Saperi is 
a romanticised indulgence of traditional rural life.

They guide you through the homes, inns, kitchens, and 
bakeries of passionate home cooks, bakers, farmers, and 
chefs in Tuscany through to Liguria. From personalised 
tours to immersive courses to artisanal excursions such 
as Andrea Bertucci’s curated tasting menu, Piero and his 
distinctive wine, Severino and Gino and their biroldo blood 
sausages, and Daniela with her potato bread—this family-
run establishment introduces you to an ethic where ‘eating 
and drinking slowly and well are all that matters’. 
Sapori e Saperi; 39-339/763-6321; sapori-e-saperi.com

2 GOING WITH THE FLOW  
DOWN THE MEKONG
There’s nothing quite like flowing down a majestic river to 
make you appreciate the contentment of doing absolutely 

Frank Gehry-designed 
Hotel Marqués de Riscal in 
Elciego, Spain.
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nothing. The Mekong, a perpetual presence in peoples’ 
lives across Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia, is as good a 
place as any in which to find yourself one with the water’s 
symphonic flow. You’ll come across lush vistas, charming 
village scenes, and scores of waving kids on the shores as 
you make your way from Laos down south to Vietnam.

Your starting point for undertaking this experience is 
to simply hop on to any of the ferries in Laos that ply their 
trade on a daily basis. There are several designated spots 
along the river’s twisting curves and poetic bends where 
these simple ferries take and drop off customers. Your best 
bet is to head to the bustling stretch that spans the trading 
port of Huay Xai and the town of Luang Prabang, where 
quaint vestiges of colonial French architecture and faded 
grandeur greet you at every turn. Take a book along, take a 
writing pad along, or best yet, take your imagination along. 
The Mekong won’t disappoint.

3 A STREET-LEVEL VIEW  
OF AMSTERDAM
Cities don’t come more charming the Amsterdam. Despite 
the large number of tourists and its perpetually bustling 
spaces, the artistic Dutch city is in fact an ode to the concept 
of slow. You could walk everywhere under a warm summer 
day or under the cool kiss of spring; you could lay back on 
riverboats and while an entire day away in the company of 
friends, and good music. You could stroll lazily from one bar 
to the next, from one waffle house to the next, taking in the 
full breadth of flavours, sensations, and pleasures that this 
intoxicating European favourite has to offer.

An interesting option though is to hop onto a bike. 
From special cyclist lanes accompanying every major 
street, a bicycle rental on almost every corner, and city 
maps that proudly point out exclusive biking routes in 
bold colours, Amsterdam is notoriously friendly towards 
the eco-friendly two-wheelers. Across central Amsterdam 
through to the suburbs, you’ll find many streets and by-
lanes to be vehicle-free as well, which just compounds 
the pleasures of renting out a bike. Rent yours from the 
Leidseplein quarter and begin peddling away without 
a care in the world through parks, along museums, 
beside gorgeous canals… with a whole host of friendly 
Amsterdammers for company.

4 THE STARK PLEASURES  
OF MONGOLIA
If stark beauty, endless miles of staggeringly alien terrain, 
and a decidedly unique way of life appeal to the intrepid 
traveller within you, then Mongolia could be just your 
thing. One memorable way in which to experience this 
still relatively undiscovered country is to take a horseback 
trail through the geographical landscape and cultural 
peculiarities that define this unforgettable journey. You 
could choose to ride with a Mongolian native and his small 
team or join one of the larger group expeditions carried out 
by a few established players.

Your horseback experience will take you through an 
enchanting assortment of plains, meadows, forests and 
streams, with a likely pitstop at Mongolia’s ‘Dark Blue 

A view of Westertoren and  
Prinsengracht, Amsterdam. 

Above: Spend a leisurely 
afternoon at the Ligurian 

coast, in Italy.
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Pearl’–Lake Hovsglov. This is an adventure to relish, with 
seasoned riders being able to undertake a journey right 
into Tsaatans territory – where the Turkic-speaking 
Dukha ethnic group and their unique way of life centred 
around their large herd of domesticated reindeer – are 
likely to offer you several cherished snapshots for your 
memory books.

5 A MEMORABLY ARTISTIC 
EXPERIENCE WITH CHRISTIE’S
As the world’s foremost purveyors of art, Christie’s knows 
a thing or two about rare, unblemished beauty. So when 
the famed art connoisseur’s travel wing, Christie’s Travel, 
teamed up with Abercrombie & Kent the results were 
bound to be special. What this distinct partnership delivers 
is an exclusive selection of extraordinary experiences in 
the arts. Each journey has been put together by Christie’s 
experts, and offers a rare treat to art lovers and travellers 
alike. Immersive is the order of the day, and you’re privy to 
such treats as the ‘Signature Moments’ Collection, where 
you’re invited to rarely seen private collections, limited-
edition tours of renowned museums, and select social 
events designed to integrate you into a local arts scene.

The Christie’s Travel itinerary is meant to thrill, 
intrigue and educate in equal measure. This is a niche 
affair where even hotels and restaurants are chosen 
based on their historical and cultural significance to a 
destination. If an artistically rich, sumptuously slow travel 
journey is what you’re in the mood for, Christie’s promises 
to deliver with customary flair. 
Christie’s Travel; christies.com/travel

6 CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’,  
WITH A GLASS IN HAND
It’s late August, you’re in California’s Wine Country, the 
vines are brimming with purple fertility, and the air is 
heavy with the subtle intoxication of freshly-pressed 
grapes. There’s something about wine that just begs for the 
pace to be slowed down, for modern-day concerns to be 
gently flung out the window. It’s about connecting to the 
earth, about submitting to your sensual desires with little 
remorse or regret. And California throws up a veritable 
bouquet of famed vineyards in which to do just that.

At the historic Raymond Vineyards in Saint Helena, 
owners Jean-Charles Boisset and his wife Gina Gallo 
have created a winery experience that breathes luxury, 
albeit with a decidedly quirky flourish. From the 
Crystal Cellar with its Baccarat chandeliers and ceilings 
peopled by mannequins hanging from trapeze swings 
to its impeccably-furnished first tasting room and the 
opportunity of taking home a bottle of your own red 
wine blend, Raymond pulls out all the stops. For a more 
medieval affair, Castello di Amorosa in Calistoga presents 
you with a 13th Century-style Tuscan castle, replete with 
towers and dungeons. Dario Sattui’s US$36 million baby 
brings you right into the rolling hills of Tuscany, whilst 
spoiling you with its laidback Californian charm. 
Raymond Vineyards, raymondvineyards.com; Castello di 
Amorosa, castellodiamorosa.com

Visitors ride horseback in 
the Gobi Desert of 
Mongolia. BELOW: Tourists 
enjoying a tour of Castello 
Di Amorosa.
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 7 AN INTOXICATING  
IBERIAN DREAM
Wine, given its natural affinity to the good life and its 
genuine proclivity of taking things slow, makes its second 
entry onto this collection, this time with the Iberian 
neighbours. First up, Portugal’s Douro Valley is an ode to 
nature’s grandeur and mankind’s good tastes. Its steeply-
terraced vineyards keep watch over the sparkling sliver 
of the Douro River miles below. There is a quaint charm 
to the region, characterised by its cobbled roads, evening 
river train, and calming atmosphere. Here, sample the 
region’s famed Port and table wine at Quinta do Crasto 
before heading between Pinhão and Peso de Regua for a 
contemporary take on classic Portuguese grub at DOC.

Next, glide across to Spain, where the remarkable 
Rioja region stands ready to charm you with its rather 
heady take on history, food, vistas, and some more 
glorious wine. Given birth by 19th century French wine-
makers fleeing the plague in France, Rioja has been 
casting its unique spell from the banks of the Ebro River 
ever since. Make the lavish, Hotel Marqués de Riscal 
in Elciego your base as you try to take in a minuscule 
percentage of the region’s 600 wineries. You could do 
much worse than Viña Real, whose pine and Canadian 
Redwood-infused property culminates in a gorgeous 
bodega. To round off this journey, explore the streets of 
central Logroño before honing in on Las Cubanas, where 
a time-consuming feast of roast suckling pig and tempura 
bacalao awaits you.
Quinta do Crasto, quintadocrasto.pt; DOC, ruipaula.com/
web/doc-en; Marqués de Riscal, hotel-marquesderiscal.com; 
Viña Real, cvne.com; Las Cubanas, lascubanas.net 

8 A JAPANESE CEREMONY  
TO SAVOUR, SLOWLY
There’s something to be said about visiting a manic, 
excessively modern city such as Tokyo and then 
subverting the script by going back in time. Ladies and 
gentlemen, welcome to the Chaji. This centuries-old 
Japanese tea-pouring and tea-drinking ceremony is 
nothing short of an art form, where speed, modernity, 
and restlessness lose out to meditativeness, heritage, and 
presentation. At En, a small teahouse in the Gion area of 
the city, authenticity is the name of the game. Following 
Japanese Zen aesthetics of minimalism, the place isn’t 
lavish by any means. But then, it isn’t meant to be. At En, 
you’re guided through one of Japan’s foremost cultural 
practices with care and precision, with the teahouse’s 
high-rise neighbours and industrial buildings deepening 
the sense of surrealism at play.

Within your individual tearoom, usually hosting no 
more than four, there’s nothing to distract you save for 
an alcove known as Tokonoma, containing a Kakemono 
scroll painting revealing the theme of the ceremony 
etched in Buddhist scriptures. You’re served an elaborate 
three-course meal called Chakaiseki, after which you’re 
invited to rest in the garden while the tea is prepared. 
This is no ordinary tea, for koi cha demands the presence 
of 13 individual items of utensils and inch-perfect 

arrangements. The near spiritual exercise includes having 
the hot water, tea leaves, and tea bowls being brewed, 
poured and handled with skillful exactness in front of your 
eyes. This is very much a spiritual world you’re in, with the 
water meant to represent the yin and the fire in the hearth 
signifying the yang.
En Teahouse; 80/3782-2706; teaceremonyen.com 

9 A BACKWATER STATE OF BLISS
Take the coastal state of Kerala, take the fabled Oberoi 
hospitality ethos, take the magic of the backwaters, and 
you’re left with bliss. While plenty of charming little 
houseboats will take you through the intricate network 
of waterways that make up the backwaters, the Oberoi 
Motor Vessel Vrinda is another proposition altogether. This 
immaculately decked-out boat is a marine interpretation of 
everything the Oberoi group is renowned for—lavishness, 
meticulousness, and a sense of pride that could only 
emanate from a firm legacy. All of which is in maximum 
evidence when it comes to the service—warm, genuine, 
and designed to leave you feeling like royalty.

Vrinad’s 2 and 3-night itineraries give you the most 
luxurious seats in the house to the backwater’s main 
stretch—Vembanad Lake and Allepey’s sun-dappled 
waterways. You’re sufficiently pampered—nightly dance 
performances, traditional cultural shows, 8 private deluxe 
accommodations, and complimentary 24-hour butler 
service included. As you float idly through an eco-system 
thriving with lushness, flora, fauna, and marine life, 
you get lulled into the gentle rhythms of the water. It’s 
a rhythm that seems to echo through the swaying rice 
paddies, the tiny villages, and palm tree-fringed shores.

The itinerary also accommodates daytrips to some of 
Kerala’s well-known monuments. But it’s on Vrinda where 
life really skips to its own unconcerned beat, a feeling 
cemented by the vessel’s airy 24-hour diner where you dine 
on sumptuous fare and kick back on wicker chairs with 
copious cups of cardamom tea, content to watch the world 
pass you by… ever so slowly.
Vrinda, oberoihotels.com/kerala-backwaters  

 Buena vista winery fountain at 
Raymond Vineyards in Saint Helena.

http://www.quintadocrasto.pt

